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you would celt them, kind of long leather whips. They just pop it and
we know we had to behave. We know we get that.
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(What did the Indian families do whten theirfchildrenwere bad?)
Oh, I don't they were very bad in them days. \l think we learn how to
' behave, wehnwe.were told notv to do this, not to do that.
(Would any of the families diciplihe their children?)
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MANNERS AT MEALS:
(How did they do that?)
Oh, they just talk to us. Say, "Don't do this, it's bad, it's no
They give us good advice, I guess when we Was children. "We never use\to
run around and we were taught to sit down and eat. ,Sit down to the tkble
or sit down where you going to eat.\ Get up*when you get through, not vthe
way they do now. These children jusx run around eat. They supposed to
sit down, eat. We were told never to throw any food..throw it to anybody
like-you..if I was to give you an apple or an orange and I thi)ov it to
you, well it was against their ways. They said, "When you feed a dog, you
throw it..yo|u throw their food." Well that's what we had to learn. Not \
supposed to push your food. Just like if you was kind of angry well you
kind of fling your food. O).der people thought.that wasn't good. And they
tell us if anybody throV or push your food to you, get up, don't eat it.
When you feed a dog, you throw it. Now they, feed them in dishes. We
were taught not to do them things. These dogs, you throw their food to
them but not to a person.
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(When you were goung or just going to,'school before you get .married, what
was your favor it e^thing to do?)
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